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Important

• You must send your electronic report in pdf only at urvoy@unice.fr. It must include screenshots
showing your progress.

1 Anatomy of single Docker container networking mecha-
nism

1. Start the Ubuntu1 VM of the previous lab and create a simple ubuntu container.
(You can disconnect (w/o killing) with CTRL+P CTRL+Q and reconnect with docker attach
name of container)

2. In the container: update the list of packages and install the iproute2 package. Use the ip
command to list interfaces (ip address show or ip a s in short) and not ifconfig or you might
miss some interfaces.

3. Make a drawing with the interface connected to the outside of the container (put the IP @ on
the drawing along with the name of the interface).

4. Which type of interface it is?

5. Check also the routing table (still in the container) to find the default gateway (use ip route
show or ip r s in short).

6. On the host (Ubuntu1 - hence outside the container), find the sibling interface of the one inside
the container and where is it connected to. Complement your drawing. Hint: the numbering
of interfaces is absolute among the namespaces, ie. there is a unique global number assigned to
a interface at creation an it does not change if the interface is moved to a different namespace.

7. In the container: launch a ping (package inetutils-ping) to the outside (e.g., the gateway of
your physical host).
In the VM: check with a watch iptables -L -v -t nat the NAT operations. Report in your
report the NAT rule used.

2 Networking inside the same VM

1. Install iperf in the ubuntu container and then stop it and make an image out of it using your
name in the your name variable below:

docker commit ubuntu your name/ubuntu

2. Start two containers, C1 and C2 in parallel in two shells (you can do several vagrant ssh
command from the Ubuntu1 repository in Ubuntu1).

docker run −it −h C1 −−name=C1 your name/ubuntu /bin/bash

and
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docker run −it −h C2 −−name=C2 your name/ubuntu /bin/bash

(a) The -h option is modifying the hostname of the container. On which namespace does this
option rely?

(b) Start the iperf server in C1:

iperf −s

and the iperf client in C2 with the IP address of C1

iperf −c IP of C1

Repeat the test 10 times and report the values as well as the mean.

(c) Do the same thing in the VM itself: install iperf, start the server and then the client that
will connect on the loopback interface (localhost) to reach the server. Repeat the test 10
times and report the values as well as the mean.

(d) Compare with the results inside the container. What is the discrepancy due to in your
opinion?

3 Multi-VM networking

1. Create an image out of the running Ubuntu1 VM as done in lab 1, so that it embeds the docker
images you just created

vagrant package −−output Myubuntu2
vagrant box add −−name Mybuntu2 Myubuntu2

2. Create a second VM out of the image and name it Ubuntu2.

mkdir Ubuntu2 # at the same level as VM1, it is nicer!
cd Ubuntu2
vagrant init Myubuntu2
vagrant up

3. Add a public interface to the VMs by editing the Vagrantfile and restart them. Check that
they can ping each other.

3.1 Perf test in between the VMs

1. Do an iperf test between the VMs. You must start the iperf server on Ubuntu1 and the iperf
client on Ubuntu2 using the public IP address of Ubuntu1. Repeat the measurements 10 times
and report the values as well as the mean.

3.2 Perf test with overlay network between containers

Docker Swarm enables to manage a set of physical or virtual machines on which docker is installed.
With Swarm, one can create overlays that interconnect containers.

1. On VM1, initiate the swarm where MANAGER-IP is the public IP of Ubuntu1

$ docker swarm init −−advertise−addr <MANAGER−IP>

# Swarm initialized: current node (8jud...) is now a manager. To add a worker to this swarm, run the following
command:

docker swarm join −−token SWMTKN−1−59fl4ak4nqjmao1ofttrc4eprhrola2l87... \ MANAGER−IP:2377

(in case of problem, if you need to kill the swarm apply the following command on the two
machines:
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docker swarm leave −−force

)

2. Copy the second command (docker swarm join...) on Ubuntu2 so that the two docker services
see each other.

3. On the manager, ie Ubuntu1, type the docker node ls command and you should see the two
machines being in the swarm (and mark as Active), similarly to what follows:

root@ubuntu−bionic:/home/vagrant# docker node ls
ID HOSTNAME STATUS AVAILABILITY MANAGER STATUS ENGINE VERSION
0etqq1tjr5enx8n21xs58v0xw ∗ ubuntu−bionic Ready Active Leader 18.09.1
rb0n09fo8gfhhs4ak4ti72fnd ubuntu−bionic Ready Active 18.09.1

4. Create a VXLAN overlay network:

docker network create −−driver overlay my−network

List the networks with

docker network ls

You should see my-overlay declared as swarm level network.

5. Start 2 containers connected with the overlay you just created. We do with the service com-
mand provided by swarm. The containers must do something in order not to be killed, so we
launch a ping to the localhost inside the container.

docker service create −−replicas 2 −−name helloworld −−network my−overlay your name/ubuntu ping localhost

(in case of problem, if you need to kill the service apply the following command on Ubuntu1,
which is the master of the swarm:

docker service rm helloworld

)

6. Next open one terminal to connect to the container (list them with a simple docker ps to
obtain their ID) corresponding to the service in Ubuntu1 and Ubuntu2 with

docker exec −it id container /bin/bash

and run the iperf client and server to do your tests. Again 10 tests and report the values and
the mean.

7. When the iperf test if finished, do a ping from one container to the other to generate traffic
flowing on the overlay. In one of the VMs (not in the containers!), do a tcpdump to capture
the frames and observe the VXLAN overlay traffic. Use the -n (no DNS resolution) and the
’udp’ filter. It should be similar to:

tcpdump −n −i enp0s8 ’udp’ # adapt the name of the interface. It is maybe not enp0s8 in your VM

Prove that the overlay is indeed an overlay.
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